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Two Trauma Portraits
Explicit and Implicit
Two Trauma Portraits
Explicit and Implicit
Family Portraits [1878] [2008]

Auguste Renoir Madame Charpentier and her Children, 1878

Del Kathryn Barton and her Children 2008, Archibald Prize
Double /Triple Portrait

Fra Filippo Lippi, Portrait of a Man and a Woman at Casement, circa 1435-40  
Angelica Kauffmann, Self Portrait at the Crossroads of Music and Painting, 1792
Self ‘Hidden’ Portrait

Hans von Marees with Lenbach
1863

Juxtaposed friendship portrait
Self Portraits

Arnold Bocklin with Death 1872

Lovis Corinth with Skeleton 1897
Self Portraits

James Ensor with Masks 1899

Andy Warhol Self Portrait no. 9 1986
Portraits

Mae West 1934-35

Seated Woman, Dora Maar 1941
Trauma Portraits


Anne Handelsmann-Braun, *The Embrace*, 2001